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ROTARY CUTTER
Ergonomic 45mm rotary cutter features a unique 
comfortable handle design for both left- and right-
handed use. 

Rotary Cutter ...............................................P/N 01-00302
RB45-1 Replacement Blade only ................P/N 01-00300
RB45-1 Replacement Blade pk of 5 ............P/N 01-00301
Rotary Pinking Blade ...................................P/N 12-01709
Good For: general quilting, sewing and craft projects. Great for cutting 
out patterns, reduces fraying. Can be used in industrial applications.

STAINLESS STEEL SCISSORS
The OLFA stainless steel scissors (7” overall 
length) are extremely high quality stainless steel 
blades perfect for precision cutting.  Ideal for use 

on such varied materials as paper, fabrics, plastic, rubber, & aircraft 
composites. .................................................P/N 01-00303

L-2 CUTTER
18MM heavy-duty cutter features a ratchet wheel 
blade lock, heavy gauge stainless steel blade 

channel, highest grade carbon tool steel blade and anti-slip rubber grip 
insert. ...........................................................P/N 12-00258

NOL-1 CUTTER
Heavy-duty 18mm “HandSaver” Acetone resis-
tant cushion grip with ratchet wheel blade lock 
and high-carbon tool steel snap-off OLFA blade.
Cutter .......................P/N 12-00257

H-1 CUTTER
25mm Extra heavy-duty cutter features largest 

blade available, ratchet lock to prevent slipping, rubber grip insert for 
positive control, and a rope loop to secure cutter to belt or work table.
Cutter ...........................................................P/N 12-00259
Replacement blades (5 pack) .....................P/N 12-02970

AUTO-LOCK STAINLESS PROFESSIONAL KNIFE 
Accomodates both left- and right-handed users. Features locking slide 
blade, stainless steel handle and built-in pocket clip/blade snapper. A 
perfect steel cutter where rust is a concern. Lifetime Guarantee.
Cutter ...........................................................P/N 12-00339
Replacement blades (10 pack) ...................P/N 12-00340

TOOLS - CUTTERS

ULTRAMAX CUTTER
Heavy-duty utility knife / cutter is an auto lock 
cutter includes a stainless steel blade channel 

with a unique cushion handle provides a comfortable and positive grip.
 P/N 12-02367

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY RACHET LOCK CUTTER
25mm Extra heavy-duty cutter features: • anti-slip 

cushion handle for exceptional comfort and safety • chemical resistant 
handle for easy cleaning • Heavy guage stainless steel blade channel 
holds blade tight • ratchet wheel blade lock • rope loop • high-quality 
carbon tool steel snap-off blades for sharpness and durability.
 P/N 12-02368

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY SNAP-OFF BLADE
Snap-off black blades, are made from high qual-

ity carbon tool steel. Blade container locks for safety. Fits most Extra 
Heavy-Duty handles. 7 cutting edges per blade.
20 blades per pack. .....................................P/N 12-02369

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY RATCHET LOCK CUTTER 
Anti-slip grip cutting tool. Features an automatic 

blade lock, cushion grip for maximum comfort and control, and a heavy 
gauge stainless steel blade channel that holds blade tight. Chemical 
resistant handle for easy cleaning. Includes a pocket clip for conve-
nience, and the premium, ULTRAMAX® ultra sharp durable snap-off 
blade ............................................................P/N 12-02370

5 INCH SERRATED EDGE SCISSORS 
5” stainless steel scissors are ideal for consumer 
and industrial applications. High quality stainless 
steel blades meet perfectly for precision cutting. 
The material being cut is held in place by one 
blade which is slightly serrated providing maximum 

control. Scissors so sharp, they can cut through electrical wiring, plastic, 
aircraft composites, Kevlar® and more ........ P/N 12-02975

NO NICK TOOL CABLE TIE 
REMOVAL TOOL

No nick tool cable tie removal tool
 P/N 12-03169

UTILITY SCISSORS
These 5.5” stainless steel utility scissors can cut 
through heavy materials, while the black plastic 
handle and ergonomic design make using the tool 

comfortable. These scissors are not only useful in the medical field, but in 
the industrial world as well, and its strong safety tip can offer peace of mind 
to medics and industrial workers alike .......... P/N 13-03015

MULTIPURPOSE PLASTIC UTILITY KNIFE
Auto-Lock-featured standard-duty model with a 
pocket clip/blade snapper. For both right- and 

left-handed uses. Handle and all plastic parts made from 100% recycled 
materials. Easy disassembly for next recycling.
9mm. ............................................................P/N 12-03652

PLASTIC / LAMINATE CUTTER
Olfa Heavy-duty plastic/laminate cutter, designed 
to produce a fine score line to precisely break 
plastics, acrylic and laminates. Features built-in 

room for spare blades, and blade retractable function. Comes with 2 
spare blades in handle with shipment .........P/N 12-02973

RATCHET-LOCK UTILITY KNIFE
This heavy-duty knife features an all-over rubber 
grip for professional comfort and control. An acetone 
resistant, elastomer handle with a poly-acetate blade-

lock makes it an official acetone resistant cutter. It features a ratchet-wheel 
blade lock and a heavy-gauge stainless steel blade channel that holds blade 
tight. A new sharp edge with each snap ...........P/N 12-03654
FIBERGLASS RUBBER GRIP UTILITY KNIFE

This heavy-duty auto-lock utility knife is a powerful 
anti-slip utility knife, featuring a professional grade 
Fiberglass rubber grip and automatic blade lock for 

maximum comfort and control. Heavy-gauge stainless steel blade channel 
protects and holds blade tight. Acetone resistant handle for easy cleaning. 
Built in versatile metal pick for opening paint cans, removing switch plates 
and more. Easy, tool-free blade change. Includes the double-honed 
UltraSharp Black snap-blade. .......................P/N 12-03655

OLFA SNAP BLADE KNIFE
Features a convenient detachable built-in blade 
snapper/disposal container in a heavy-duty ABS 

plastic handle. Storage container can hold up to 26 9mm AB blade 
segments for thousands of cuts before emptying is needed. Easy, tool-
free blade change. Blade is made of high-quality Japanese grade carbon 
tool steel ......................................................P/N 12-03656

CERAMIC SAFETY SCISSORS
With a proprietary finger-friendly ceramic grind, these 
scissors cut materials effectively, but they resist cutting 
skin. Used in industrial, institutional, and educational 

settings alike, these lightweight scissors are ambidextrous and durable. 
Soft-touch finger grips line their tough glass-filled nylon handles for the ideal 
mix of strength and comfort. They are also non-sparking and chemically 
inert .................................................................P/N 12-04970

CERAMIC CRAFT KNIFE
The Slice craft knife is ideal for precision cutting, 

scraping, and handling. Its ceramic safety blade is non-
sparking, chemically inert, safe to 1600 degrees Celsius, 

never rusts, and requires no oil coating. With a textured grip 
for superior control, this precision knife allows the user to make 

accurate, delicate cuts. Its ambidextrous no-roll design is weighted 
for balance and stability. Includes one rounded-tip ceramic safety blade 
with patented finger-friendly edge ...............P/N 12-04971

SLICE PRECISION CUTTER 
The Slice® Precision Cutter is the perfect tool for crafters who 

want to cut various materials without worrying about harming 
themselves or their project ..............P/N 12-05634

SELF HEALING ROTARY CUTTING MATS
Self-healing, double-sided large mat protects and 
covers work. Green, self-healing professional 
quality rotary mat. Double-sided with yellow grid 
lines on one side for precision cutting, solid on 
opposite for general cutting. 1.5mm thick for a 
variety of applications. Store flat. 

24" x 36" ......................................................P/N 12-02403
23" x 70"  - with clip set (RM-clips/2) ...........P/N 12-02404
35" x 70" - with clip set (RM-clips/3) ............P/N 12-02405
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